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MWB16 METAL WEIGHBRIDGE

MWB16 weighbridge is suitable for weighing vehicles and work vehicles with a capacity of up to 

60 tons. It is suitable for overhead installations, thanks to its limited footprint of only 40cm, or for 

underground installations.

The structure is made up of independent elements which, in addition to facilitating transport and 

assembly, allows for stability over time and guarantees correct functioning even in the presence of 

natural settlements of the foundations.

Weight determination is ensured by the electronic system, made with 6 or 8 load cells connected 

to the weight detection terminal, which is itself equipped with a printer.
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ADVANTAGES
Modular metal structure

High resistance to atmospheric agents

Easy to move

Simple maintenance

High second-hand value

Testing of installation

Lancusi
SA



High anticorrosive sandblasting and painting treatment
Load cell supports with oscillating action in hardened steel 

eliminate damage due to transverse forces.

Loading surface in non-slip embossed sheet metal avoids 

stagnation of water

Electric device for isolating the load cells from 

overvoltages due to atmospheric discharges

Side edge (for underground version) avoids the 

deterioration of the flooring

Junction box for load cell connections with electronic 

overvoltage protection circuit

Supporting metal structure with longitudinal beams that 

maintains resistance and precision unaltered

Inspection hatches in correspondence of the load cells 

useful in the maintenance

FEATURES

MEASURES AND CAPACITY

Measures (m) Capacity (t) Overall height (cm) Load cells

8 x 3 40 (50) 40 6
10 x 3 40 (50) 40 6
14 x 3 60 (80) 40 8
18 x 3 60 (80) 40 8

OVERHEAD UNDERGROUND

INSTALLATION EXAMPLES

40CM 40CM



WEIGHT
INDICATORS

GC-688 GC-TouchscreenGCTAB-BL
Weight display Extended keyboard 

weight display
Touchscreen

weight display

PRINTERS

GC-TM295 GC-STAVT-II GC-88H

LOAD CELLS

GC-LC GC-COK GC-COK-AR
Compression load cell Compression load cell Compression load cell

Impact printer
for single tags

Thermal printer
for rolls

GC-SELF688
Self-service weighing station

GC-CLM8
Intelligent junction boxes

GC-RIPLEDIP65
Weight repeater with traffic lights

Thermal printer
for rolls



Example of masonry works for weighbridge installation.

PROG GC-WB
Software for weight acquisition

from fixed platforms
Weight print example
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